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Abstract

The volatilities of different chemical species in ambient aerosols are important but re-
main poorly characterized. The coupling of a recently developed rapid temperature-
stepping thermodenuder (TD, operated in the range 54–230◦C) with a High-Resolution
Time-of-Flight Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (HR-ToF-AMS) during field studies in two5

polluted megacities has enabled the first direct characterization of chemically-resolved
urban particle volatility. Measurements in Riverside, CA and Mexico City are gener-
ally consistent and show ambient nitrate as having the highest volatility of any AMS
aerosol species while sulfate showed the lowest volatility. Total organic aerosol (OA)
showed volatility intermediate between nitrate and sulfate, with an evaporation rate of10

0.6% K−1 near ambient temperature, although OA dominates the residual species at
the highest temperatures. Different types of OA were characterized with marker ions,
diurnal cycles, and positive matrix factorization (PMF) and show significant differences
in volatility. Reduced hydrocarbon-like OA (HOA, a surrogate for primary OA, POA),
oxygenated OA (OOA, a surrogate for secondary OA, SOA), and biomass-burning15

OA (BBOA) separated with PMF were all determined to be semi-volatile. The most
aged OOA-1 and its dominant ion, CO+

2 , consistently exhibited the lowest volatility, with
HOA, BBOA, and associated ions for each among the highest. The similar or higher
volatility of HOA/POA compared to OOA/SOA contradicts the current representations
of OA volatility in most atmospheric models and has important implications for aerosol20

growth and lifetime. Our results strongly imply that all OA types should be consid-
ered semivolatile in models. The study in Riverside identified organosulfur species
(e.g. CH3HSO+

3 ion, likely from methanesulfonic acid), while both studies identified
ions indicative of amines (e.g. C5H12N+) with very different volatility behaviors than
inorganic-dominated ions. The oxygen-to-carbon ratio of OA in each ambient study25

was shown to increase both with TD temperature and from morning to afternoon, while
the hydrogen-to-carbon ratio showed the opposite trend.
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1 Introduction

Aerosols contribute to serious human health effects, climate radiative forcing, visibil-
ity reduction, acid and nutrient deposition to ecosystems and agricultural land, and
changes in the hydrological cycle. Atmospheric aerosols are complex mixtures of or-
ganic and inorganic matter. The inorganic fraction is better understood due to the5

smaller number of species, fewer sources, and simpler chemistry. Conversely, organic
aerosols (OA), which comprise almost half of the submicron particle mass in many
environments (Kanakidou et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2007a), are a complex mixture
of compounds originating from a large variety of natural and anthropogenic sources.
Primary OA (POA) is emitted directly to the atmosphere, mostly by combustion pro-10

cesses, whereas secondary OA (SOA) is formed in the atmosphere from products of
oxidation reactions of volatile organic compounds (VOCs). Recent studies indicate that
current atmospheric models significantly underestimate SOA formation in polluted re-
gions (Heald et al., 2005; Volkamer et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2007a). The thousands
of species that make up OA have a wide range of properties (e.g., polarity, volatil-15

ity, molecular mass) making characterization difficult by direct speciation techniques
which can only directly identify about 10% of ambient OA mass as individual com-
pounds (Rogge et al., 1993). Recently developed instruments such as the Aerosol
Mass Spectrometer (AMS) (Jayne et al., 2000; Canagaratna et al., 2007) provide a
rapid measurement of the OA concentration with some chemical resolution, thus com-20

plementing other methods of OA analysis.
The affinities of different chemical components for the gas and particle phases are

described by the term “volatility”, and are important for a number of reasons. The atmo-
spheric lifetimes and fates of different species are strongly affected by their volatilities
because the rates of reaction with atmospheric oxidants and rates of removal by wet25

and dry deposition depend largely on the phase of a species. An accurate representa-
tion of species volatility in models is necessary to predict condensation of semi-volatile
species, for example when air is lofted to the cold free troposphere (Kanakidou et al.,
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2005). Aerosols that are heated or diluted by mixing with cleaner air may evaporate,
whether under atmospheric conditions or as a result of measurement. For example,
organic compounds emitted from a diesel engine stay preferentially in the condensed
phase at high concentrations or low temperatures, but as the emissions are diluted or
heated the phase equilibrium shifts to allow significant condensed material to evaporate5

(Lipsky and Robinson, 2006). The measurement of semi-volatile species, therefore,
can depend largely on the conditions under which a measurement takes place. Her-
ing and Cass (1999) determined that during summertime sampling periods in South-
ern California filter measurements lost an average of 61% of the ammonium nitrate
(NH4NO3) mass due to evaporation into gaseous nitric acid and ammonia. Knowledge10

of particle volatility also allows the estimation of particle mass losses in instruments due
to heating, cooling, and pressure changes (Biswas et al., 1987; Meyer et al., 2000) as
well as losses due to ram and cabin heating in aircraft sampling (Wilson and Seebaugh,
2001; Bahreini et al., 2003). Recently, Biswas et al. (2009) showed that the production
of reactive oxygen species, a surrogate for particle toxicity, is greatly reduced when the15

semi-volatile fraction was removed from combustion exhaust particles, suggesting that
this fraction may be more directly associated with human health effects.

Measurements of aerosol volatility date back over four decades when researchers
such as Goetz (1961) measured the loss of deposited particle mass as the underlying
plate was exposed to increasing temperature. Different chemical species will evaporate20

at characteristic temperatures related to their vapor pressures and enthalpies of vapor-
ization (Kreidenweis et al., 1998; Burtscher et al., 2001), which allows limited chemical
composition information to be inferred from physical volatility measurements. Heated
aerosol tubes, referred to as thermodenuders (TD) among several other names, have
become one of the primary ways that aerosol volatility is routinely measured and are in25

use by many research groups paired with a large variety of detecting instrumentation to
infer aerosol composition. For example Volatility Tandem Differential Mobility Analyzers
(VTDMA), one of the most common ambient particle volatility instruments (e.g. Orsini
et al., 1999; Villani et al., 2007), usually utilize a heated metal flow-tube placed be-
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tween two DMAs to measure particle size change as a function of temperature which
may be used to infer size-resolved aerosol chemical composition.

Many other measurement techniques have also been coupled with heated volatiliza-
tion tubes to indirectly determine chemical composition and have most commonly been
applied to infer aerosol sulfate (SO2−

4 ) concentrations. Twomey (1968) applied a heated5

quartz tube in front of a thermal diffusion cloud chamber to measure cloud condensa-
tion nuclei (CCN) as a function of temperature and concluded that CCN in the north-
eastern United States were primarily composed of ammonium sulfate ((NH4)2SO4).
Pinnick et al. (1987) applied a similar instrument in front of a light-scattering particle
counter to infer that 60–98% of the submicron aerosol was ammonium sulfate or am-10

monium bisulfate (NH4HSO4) in rural New Mexico. Jennings and O’Dowd (1990) and
Clarke (1991) each utilized a form of the heated tube design in front of a light-scattering
particle instrument to infer that the fine aerosol in the remote marine environment was
also mostly sulfates. Jennings et al. (1994) used the same idea, but increased the
thermodenuder temperature to a maximum of 860◦C in order to measure evapora-15

tion of what they inferred to be elemental carbon. Recently several TD designs have
been improved to address performance limitations caused by insufficient residence
time (Wehner et al., 2002; An et al., 2007) and potential vapor recondensation (Fierz et
al., 2007). Huffman et al. (2008) modified the Wehner et al. (2002) design by reducing
thermal inertia and improving temperature control to allow for rapid temperature step-20

ping or scanning in order to allow for the measurement of particle volatilities across a
wide spectrum of temperatures over a timescale of 1–3 h.

While TD techniques have been utilized widely in both laboratory and ambient par-
ticle analysis for decades, almost without exception they have only been able to in-
fer chemical information from the measured changes in physical characteristics with25

increasing temperature. This has allowed the characterization of species with very
different volatilities, such as by separating black carbon or sulfate from more volatile
species, but has not allowed investigation of the aerosol volatility of many chemical
components at one time. In particular, very limited information exists on the absolute
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and relative volatilities of ambient POA and SOA. Both 1-D and 2-D GC-MS results
(Hamilton et al., 2004; Williams et al., 2006) show that the oxygenated species which
these techniques can detect in ambient aerosols (which should be dominated by SOA)
appear to be more volatile than reduced POA species such as hydrocarbons, based
on their earlier elution in the chromatogram using non-polar columns which segre-5

gate species by decreasing vapor pressure. Environmental chamber experiments a
decade ago clearly showed that SOA is semi-volatile (Odum et al., 1997), and a pa-
rameterization based on absorptive partitioning that captures this behavior is included
in most SOA models. For historical reasons, however, POA is almost always treated in
models as non-volatile. This is partly because experiments on combustion POA have10

historically been performed at constant dilution ratios (e.g. Hildemann et al., 1989) in-
stead of the variable ratios that are needed to quantify and identify the importance of
semivolatile species (Lipsky and Robinson, 2006). The dilution ratios used in POA
quantification experiments typically are ∼10–100, which are much lower than ambi-
ent ratios of ∼1000–10 000. This may have led to overestimation of POA mass in15

emission tests, as shown by Lipsky and Robinson (2006). These authors also show
that POA from diesel exhaust and wood smoke is strongly semi-volatile, with a large
fraction of the POA evaporating upon dilution with clean air. Robinson et al. (2007)
extended these results to include the photochemical aging of the evaporated POA,
which they refer to as “semi-volatile organic compounds (SVOCs)”, and of compounds20

with volatilities just above that of undiluted POA, which they refer to as “intermediate
volatility organic compounds (IVOCs)”. They concluded that this process makes SOA
the dominant contributor to regional OA, in agreement with AMS observations (Zhang
et al., 2005b, 2007a). (See Appendix A in the Supplemental Information section for
a summary of the terms and definitions involving organic aerosol species, http://www.25

atmos-chem-phys-discuss.net/9/2645/2009/acpd-9-2645-2009-supplement.pdf.)
Primary SVOCs and IVOCs are poorly understood because they are difficult to mea-

sure. Information on the relative amounts of SVOCs emitted from sources or present
in ambient OA can be inferred from measurement of aerosol evaporation upon dilution
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or heating near ambient temperature (Lipsky and Robinson, 2006). For example, if a
large fraction of the aerosol evaporates upon mild heating (e.g. 10◦C), it implies that
much of the aerosol mass is semi-volatile and therefore that a significant amount of
SVOCs is present in the vapor phase to maintain equilibrium with the particle phase.
Conversely, if little evaporation occurs upon mild heating it suggests that the aerosol5

species have low volatility and that the amount of gas-phase species in equilibrium with
them is also small.

In this paper we describe measurements that are to our knowledge the first direct
chemically-resolved measurements of ambient aerosol volatility made in real time.
These were made by coupling the recently improved thermodenuder of Huffman et10

al. (2008) to a High-Resolution Time-of-Flight Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (HR-ToF-
AMS) which allowed the acquisition of complete volatility spectra (thermograms) on a
time scale shorter than most changes in ambient particle composition.

2 Experimental

2.1 Field operation of thermodenuder-AMS system15

A recently built thermodenuder (TD) was placed upstream of a High-Resolution Time-
of-Flight Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (HR-ToF-AMS; Aerodyne Research, Inc.) (De-
Carlo et al., 2006; Canagaratna et al., 2007) and a Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer
(SMPS Model 3936, TSI Inc.) and operated during two ground-based urban field cam-
paigns. The AMS measures non-refractory (NR) species, operationally defined as20

those that evaporate at 600◦C on the AMS vaporizer, which in practice includes or-
ganic material and most inorganic salts, but excludes crustal material, black carbon,
and sea salt. The TD used in this study, based on the previously published design
of Wehner et al. (2002), has been described and characterized in detail elsewhere
(Faulhaber et al., 2008; Huffman et al., 2008), so only a brief description is given here.25

While the rapid-cycling ability of this TD and its application to field analysis at a number
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of temperatures are novel, the physical design is similar to the Wehner et al. (2002)
construction, which improved on earlier designs particularly to provide increased res-
idence time for particle evaporation. The instrument used here is slightly more than
a meter in length and consists of two sections in series. The heating section con-
sists of a 1 inch OD (2.5 cm) stainless steel tube, 50 cm in length, wrapped with three5

independently-controlled heating tapes in series and surrounded by fiberglass insula-
tion encased in a stainless steel shell. The heated region is followed by a denuder that
removes volatilized gases by adsorption to the surface of the charcoal. During sam-
pling the flow is split into a portion that goes directly to the AMS and other instruments
(e.g. SMPS) without heating and another that passes through the TD before entering10

the AMS. A custom valve system rapidly and automatically switches the flow sampled
by the AMS between ambient (un-denuded) and thermally denuded every 1–10 min,
depending on the experiment.

The air residence time (RT) calculated as an average plug flow rate at room tem-
perature through the heated section is 21.2 s (Huffman et al., 2008). This corresponds15

to 10.6 s calculated as the minimum time at the centerline of the laminar distribution
of speeds. A given TD may not have sufficient RT in the heated region to reach ther-
modynamic equilibrium and can therefore be susceptible to kinetic limitations due to
incomplete evaporation. An et al. (2007) determined that the RT of most other TD de-
signs (2 s or less) was not sufficient to reach equilibrium within the heated sections,20

however it is also possible that their design did not allow sufficient heating of the parti-
cles at the lowest residence times. For example, Eq. (3) of Fierz et al. (2007) indicates
that at the maximum flow rate of 10 lpm used by An et al. (2007) a length of 2.65 m
would have been required to compare with previous measurements, versus the actual
length of 55 cm. The residence time of our design is ∼2/3 of the RT used by An et25

al. (2007) in their main mode of operation and similar or much longer than nearly all
other published TD designs, thus the residence time here should be long enough to
avoid major kinetic limitations. It is likely, however, that evaporation equilibrium is not
fully achieved at the flow rates of either TD design, and thus aerosol volatility as de-
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termined by this technique should be taken as a lower bound. Incomplete evaporation
within the heated section could also be affected by significant differences in input size
distributions, as larger particles require more time or hotter temperatures to evaporate.
Faulhaber et al. (2008) further characterize the kinetics of particle evaporation in the
TD and show that a diameter shift from 200 nm to 300 nm increases the evaporation5

temperature by ∼5◦C. The AMS detects the non-refractory mass of particles with vac-
uum aerodynamic diameters less than 1µm (NR-PM1) that has not evaporated after
passing through the TD; at successively higher TD temperatures the remaining NR-
PM1 is further reduced. All TD temperatures shown here are calibrated centerline (CL)
temperatures (Huffman et al., 2008).10

Rapid valve switching allows for the measurement of time series of aerosol bypass-
ing the TD and thermally denuded at a series of temperatures. During typical ambient
sampling the valves continuously and automatically alternate states to allow ten min-
utes each in the TD and ambient sampling modes and a full temperature cycle of 8
steps between ambient and 230◦C over 160 min. A time series of the resultant data15

then shows ambient particle concentrations for ten minutes, interspersed with reduced
sample mass during TD treatment. All data shown here were corrected for experi-
mentally determined particle number losses within the thermodenuder, due mostly to
diffusion and thermophoresis, over the particle size range where submicron mass is
important (Huffman et al., 2008). These corrections increase with temperature from20

5% at ambient to 20% at 230◦C. As a result, the decrease in mass fraction remaining
as a function of temperature is due primarily to particle mass evaporation.

2.2 Description of field studies

The TD system was used in the SOAR-1 and MILAGRO campaigns. Sampling during
SOAR-1 (Study of Organic Aerosols in Riverside, Phase 1) took place in July–August25

2005 on the University of California-Riverside campus. Riverside is located on the
Eastern edge of the Los Angeles (LA) basin, ∼80 km inland from the urban center of
LA. The site was chosen in part because of its consistently high aerosol concentration
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levels, subject to both local emissions and advected aged pollution from LA making it
among the most highly polluted regions for PM in the United States (American Lung As-
sociation, 2007). SOAR-1 focused on the sources and composition of ambient organic
aerosol (OA), using a variety of state-of-the-art chemical and aerosol instrumentation
assembled from a number of research groups. Docherty et al. (2008) present a com-5

parison of five different methods for estimating the fraction of SOA during SOAR-1 and
show that all methods consistently indicate that SOA dominates OA during the cam-
paign, contrary to the conclusions of most previous studies in the region.

The MILAGRO campaign (Megacity Initiative: Local And Global Research Observa-
tions) took place in March–April 2006 as an umbrella of four coordinated concurrent10

studies to study the emissions, transformations, and outflow of pollution from the Mex-
ico City region. The results presented here were acquired at the T0 Supersite, which
was located inside the urban area north of downtown Mexico City (Aiken et al., 2008,
2009). High aerosol concentrations are typically measured in Mexico City, due to the
concentrated urban emissions, somewhat reduced dispersion due to the geography15

surrounded by high mountains, high levels of photochemical activity due to tropical lo-
cation and high altitude, as well as the influence of biomass burning emissions during
the dry season (Salcedo et al., 2006; Molina et al., 2007; DeCarlo et al., 2008). Both
studies utilized a HR-ToF-AMS that sampled downstream of the TD and valve system
for approximately two weeks as a part of the longer sampling periods.20

2.3 Positive matrix factorization (PMF) analysis

Positive matrix factorization (PMF) is a mathematical factor analysis tool that allows for
the representation of a complex spectral time series into individual components. This
type of factor analysis method solves the mass conservation equations by a weighed
least squares method assuming a constant mass spectrum (MS) for each component25

over time, and determines both the MS and time series of any number of factors the
user requests, without any a priori assumptions of either mass spectral or time profile
(Zhang et al., 2005a, 2007a; Lanz et al., 2007; Ulbrich et al., 2008). Factor analy-
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sis of AMS organic spectra can be used to identify “factors” that reconstruct the total
OA, each with a different mass spectrum, diurnal cycle, and volatility profile. These
factors can be compared with external tracers in order to label them as OA compo-
nents/sources. HOA (hydrocarbon-like organic aerosol) represents the primary OA
(POA) emitted directly to the atmosphere, largely by combustion emissions. It shows a5

MS dominated by reduced CxH+
y ions and a diurnal concentration maximum during the

morning rush hour when vehicle emissions are usually highest and when the boundary
layer is relatively low (Zhang et al., 2005b). OOA (oxygenated organic aerosol), how-
ever, is dominated by secondary OA (SOA) (Alfarra et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2005b,
2007a). Its MS is dominated by oxygenated CxHyO+

z ions and its diurnal concentration10

has a broad afternoon peak due to photochemical oxidation of gaseous components
(Volkamer et al., 2006; Aiken et al., 2009). OOA can be further subdivided into a less
oxidized, fresh SOA (OOA-2) which exhibits an afternoon peak, and a more aged SOA
(OOA-1) that displays a flatter diurnal profile (Lanz et al., 2007; Aiken et al., 2008; Ul-
brich et al., 2008). Biomass burning OA (BBOA) was also important during MILAGRO15

and had a similar diurnal cycle as HOA, peaking in the early mornings, together with
other biomass burning tracers such as acetonitrile (Aiken et al., 2009). PMF analy-
sis was performed on the high-resolution AMS data from both SOAR-1 and MILAGRO
to determine components of the ambient OA, following the methodology of Ulbrich et
al. (2008). For the analyses presented here, data at all thermal denuder temperatures20

and also at ambient temperature were run together in PMF. The time series and con-
centration fractions have been calculated from the results corresponding to the ambient
temperature points only.
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3 Results and discussion

3.1 Demonstration of method and quantification

3.1.1 Chemically-resolved volatility

Aerosol volatility as characterized by the TD is most conveniently shown by plotting
the mass fraction remaining (MFR) in the particle phase downstream of the TD as a5

function of temperature. These “thermograms” show generally decreasing MFR with
increasing temperature, with a defined value of unity at ambient temperature. Figure 1
shows thermograms for three different integer m/z values, which are often used as
markers for different types of species in the AMS, and for the individual ions fitted
from their high-resolution mass spectra (MS) for SOAR-1 campaign averages. Integer10

m/z signals in the MS are averages of all ions at m/z and are referred to as Unit
Mass Resolution signal (UMR). These thermograms highlight the ability of the TD-
AMS system to differentiate between volatilities of individual ions at a nominal m/z. For
example, the dominant ion in typical ambient spectra at m/z 30 is the nitrate fragment
NO+, but two other ions, CH2O+ and CH4N+, have a high enough average signal and15

separation in m/z space to allow their individual characterization, as shown in Fig. 1a
and b. The thermogram/mass spectra pair shows that even though the CH2O+ ion is in
the tail of the larger NO+ peak, its thermal behavior is clearly different. The black UMR
curve in Fig. 1a is only slightly above the curve for the NO+ ion, indicating nearly all of
the signal at m/z 30 is due to the nitrate fragment. The UMR thermogram in each case20

is just a weighted average of the individual ion thermograms at that m/z.
Figure 1c, d shows the thermograms and MS of the ions at m/z 44, commonly used

as a marker for aged oxygenated organic aerosol (OOA) (Alfarra et al., 2004; Zhang
et al., 2005b). Again, the HR MS shows that two other ions contribute a small fraction
of the UMR signal in this SOAR-1 average and can be easily analyzed separate from25

the dominant CO+
2 ion signal. Figure 1e, f shows m/z 80, which is dominated by the

sulfate fragment SO+
3 . Two organic ions are present that have clearly lower MFR than
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the sulfate fragment.

3.1.2 Quantification

It is important to establish that quantitative results can be obtained from the TD-AMS
technique and that the observed signal variations are not dominated by, for example,
changes in the AMS particle collection efficiency, in particular due to particle bounce5

(Huffman et al., 2005; Matthew et al., 2008). The most direct way to address this issue
with field data is to compare results from collocated instruments, as has been done
for standard (unheated) AMS data (e.g. Drewnick et al., 2003; Takegawa et al., 2005;
DeCarlo et al., 2008; Dunlea et al., 2008). Here, we compare thermal desorption
profiles of TD-AMS total mass with those from a collocated SMPS system. For the10

studies described here an SMPS was always operated after the TD in parallel with
the AMS. The SMPS records the number size distribution of the aerosol and from
these data one can estimate the total apparent particle volume. In order to compare
with the TD-AMS, the SMPS total apparent volume was converted to total mass using
Eq. (4) from DeCarlo et al. (2004) to estimate the total aerosol density. For a proper15

comparison, the mass of refractory species (black carbon (BC), dust, metals) must
also be accounted for since the AMS only measures NR species. BC during SOAR-1
was added from the measurements of Snyder and Schauer (2007). Concentrations of
suspended PM1 crustal material and dust for SOAR-1 were estimated to be between 2
and 3µg/m3 based on prior measurements in this region from Christoforou et al. (2000)20

and Hughes et al. (2000). An estimate of ∼15% crustal material/dust during SOAR-
1 was derived by Docherty et al. (2009). The resulting thermograms estimated by
adding BC plus one of the three estimates of crustal material to the AMS are shown
in Fig. 2a, while average size distributions at the different temperatures are shown in
Fig. S1 in the Supplemental Information (http://www.atmos-chem-phys-discuss.net/9/25

2645/2009/acpd-9-2645-2009-supplement.pdf). The SMPS thermogram from SOAR-
1 is very similar to that estimated from the AMS + refractory data.

During MILAGRO a 3-stage IMPROVE DRUM impactor collected aerosol, which was
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later analyzed by particle-induced X-ray emission (PIXE) to quantify crustal and metal
species (Salcedo et al., 2006; Johnson et al., 2008). The concentration of crustal
materials was determined by multiplying the measured mass of each of the elements
common in soil (in the nominal size range 0.07–1.15µm) by a scalar value to estimate
the total mass of the metal oxides present (Malm et al., 1994). Non-crustal metals5

such as Zn were added to the refractory mass following the same procedure. To obtain
an alternative estimate, we used the report from Querol et al. (2008) that 15–28% of
the PM2.5 mass at urban sites in Mexico City during MILAGRO was crustal material
with additional trace metals approximately 1%. We added soil plus metal estimates
of 15 and 20% of the mass, respectively, to the measured AMS and black carbon10

measurements, taking into account that the fraction of these species should be lower
in PM1 than PM2.5. All three curves are shown in Fig. 2b in comparison with the
average thermogram of the SMPS mass. The MILAGRO comparison shows slightly
larger differences than that for SOAR-1 and more dependence on the chosen estimate
for crustal and metal material.15

There are several possible sources of differences between the TD measurements
from the AMS and SMPS, related to the response of either instrument to the thermally
denuded particles. First, as particles are heated, they shift to lower size bins in both
instruments. Mass present above the upper size cut of the SMPS or beyond the limit of
the lens transmission for the AMS can then become available for detection after the par-20

ticles diameters have been reduced. This effect may be larger for the SMPS which has
a “vertical” size cut vs. the more gradual cut in the AMS (Jayne et al., 2000). Second,
particles may become irregular as more volatile material on their surface evaporates
and reveals, for example, part of the soot cores on which other species had condensed.
This effect will lead to an overestimation of the volume in the SMPS since irregular par-25

ticles are sized larger than their actual size by mobility-based techniques, and even a
modest change in the dynamic shape factor from 1 to 1.1 will result in an overestimate
by ∼25% of the apparent SMPS volume (DeCarlo et al., 2004), while soot particles can
have shape factors as large as 3.5 (Slowik et al., 2004). Finally, the bounce-related col-
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lection efficiency (Eb) (Huffman et al., 2005) of particles in the AMS may increase or
decrease due to the thermal treatment. Previous results show a potential change in Eb
of the order of 10–20% for ammonium sulfate particles in the temperature range 90–
175◦C during laboratory tests (Huffman et al., 2008), while similar effects are observed
for ambient sulfate as described below. Potentially the AMS shape-related collection5

efficiency (Es) (Huffman et al., 2005), which is typically close to one for ambient parti-
cles (Salcedo et al., 2007), could lead to similar effects if the particles become highly
irregular after heating (Huffman et al., 2008).

Despite the effects that complicate the comparison between the two techniques, the
agreement between the reconstructed AMS and SMPS mass for SOAR-1 is good, and10

the observed differences for MILAGRO are within the nominal accuracies of both tech-
niques. Given the impact of each of the possible biases described above, we estimate
the nominal accuracy of each technique at approximately ±20% for the ratios of con-
centration at ambient and elevated temperatures. Together with the large differences in
volatility between chemical species described below and also in Huffman et al. (2008),15

we conclude that the differences in the TD-AMS thermograms are dominated by the
differences in the relative volatility of the different chemical species. Further research
should address each of the effects described above, for example, by carrying out size-
resolved experiments to eliminate the effect of the size cuts and directly quantifying
changes in shape factor with emerging online techniques (e.g. Zelenyuk et al., 2008),20

changes in Eb using the internal AMS light scattering probe (Cross et al., 2007), and
changes in Es using the internal AMS beam width probe (Huffman et al., 2005).

3.1.3 Species mass fraction

The relative amount of mass from each NR species is shown in Fig. 3 as a function
of temperature. Total OA is more than 50% of the ambient NR mass for each study,25

which is typical of many urban aerosol observations (Zhang et al., 2007a). As TD tem-
perature is increased, the relative OA concentration remains significant in both studies
while nitrate and ammonium decrease in relative fraction. Sulfate increases in relative
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concentration to a maximum at ∼140◦C due to its slow evaporation and the smaller
effect of increased CE as discussed above. Chloride constitutes a very small fraction
of the total aerosol mass in both studies. At the hottest set-point in each study OA
constitutes 80–90% of the remaining NR aerosol mass, indicating that some organic
species of very low volatility remain, which may have been present before heating or5

perhaps also formed due to chemistry at the higher TD temperatures (Denkenberger
et al., 2007).

3.2 Inorganic volatility

3.2.1 General inorganic observations

Figure 4 shows a summary of the thermograms of standard AMS inorganic species10

from SOAR-1 and MILAGRO and the high-resolution ions that contribute to these sig-
nals. In each of the four panels of Fig. 4 there is high consistency between the ther-
mograms of the various fragment ions of each inorganic species. In each case the
total species, calculated by summing the HR signal of each contributing ion, shows a
nearly identical thermogram to each of its major ions. The average of the MILAGRO15

species calculated in the same way is shown in black for each panel and shows similar
behavior from the SOAR-1 averages with minor differences. Note that organic species
such as organonitrates and organosulfates can produce nominally inorganic fragments
which are indistinguishable within the MS from ions of purely inorganic origin and thus
are lumped together in these analyses. The fraction of these ions arising from organic20

species, however, is estimated to be small.
Figure 4a shows the average nitrate (NO−

3 ) volatility, along with that of major con-
tributing ions NO+ and NO+

2 . The MILAGRO nitrate is somewhat less volatile than
in SOAR-1. 50% of the SOAR-1 nitrate mass is reduced by increasing the tempera-
ture from ambient to 54◦C. Hering and Cass (1999) reported that for measurements25

in Southern California during fall and summer periods that 28–61%, respectively, of
ammonium nitrate (NH4NO3) particle mass evaporated from filters during a 4-h collec-
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tion period, which is broadly consistent with the high volatility observed here for nitrate.
Both of the field datasets show a much reduced evaporation compared to pure am-
monium nitrate measured in the laboratory. This may indicate that the more complex
matrix of ambient particles is tying the nitrate more strongly to the particle phase or
delaying its evaporation, compared to pure laboratory particles.5

The sulfate (SO2−
4 ) curves, shown in Fig. 4b, are qualitatively similar to each other

and to the laboratory ammonium sulfate ((NH4)2SO4) data, except that the MILAGRO
sulfate lies somewhat below the SOAR-1 sulfate for most temperatures. The average
sulfate thermogram for both SOAR-1 and MILAGRO slowly decreases at low temper-
atures but then increases to a maximum at ∼140◦C. This increase is likely due to a10

physical change in the sulfate phase or morphology. Larson et al. (1982, Fig. 2a),
for example, reported a relative increase in the measured thermogram of normal-
ized light scattering ratio versus thermodenuder temperature for laboratory-generated
(NH4)2SO4 at similar temperatures and under humid conditions (65–80% relative hu-
midity). They attributed this increase to the decomposition of (NH4)2SO4 into more15

acidic ammonium bisulfate (NH4HSO4) and gas-phase ammonia (NH3) upon heating,
followed by water uptake by the particles after cooling. We observe a similar thermo-
gram profile with atomized (NH4)2SO4 and see a relative increase in MFR for ambient
sulfate from ∼90–140◦C. The ratio of NH4 to SO4 for the ambient sulfate is consistent
with this decomposition as discussed below, but the laboratory data showed neutral-20

ized particles at all temperatures, which is inconsistent with the Larson et al. (1982)
hypothesis. The formation of ammonium bisulfate or other more acidic sulfate forms
from ammonium sulfate may cause particles to form more volatile phases, lessening
the bounce off the AMS vaporizer and thus increasing the effective collection efficiency
(CE) (Huffman et al., 2008; Matthew et al., 2008). A constant CE of 0.5 is typically ap-25

plied to AMS data based on a large number of inter-comparisons with other techniques
(e.g. Drewnick et al., 2003; Takegawa et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2005b; Salcedo et al.,
2006; Canagaratna et al., 2007), except for special cases such as very acidic sulfate
particles which are known to be collected with higher efficiency (Quinn et al., 2006;
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Matthew et al., 2008). If the sulfate becomes more acidic after the TD and is therefore
collected more efficiently by the AMS, the CE value would in principle need to be ad-
justed. For the sulfate thermogram curve to be flat from 83–142◦C the CE would need
to be increased from a constant value of 0.5 to be a function of temperature, rising to
0.65 for SOAR-1 and to 0.55 for MILAGRO. However, we prefer to present the data as5

recorded with a constant CE assumption so that the effect can be evaluated and circu-
lar reasoning is avoided. It is also possible that other unknown effects are responsible
for some of the observed variation (Huffman et al., 2008). These variations are of the
order of ∼20% and do not mask the overall trend of low sulfate volatility when com-
pared to organic and other inorganic species, with a sharp decrease in MFR between10

142–171◦C.
The non-refractory chloride (Cl−) thermograms are shown in Fig. 4c. Chloride during

MILAGRO shows less volatility than during SOAR at lower TD temperatures, but a sim-
ilar MFR at the higher temperatures. The decay at the lower temperatures is consistent
with that of ammonium chloride (NH4Cl) in the laboratory, but a significant amount of15

material remains at the higher temperatures. This suggests that some of the chloride
measured by the AMS at these locations is in the form of ammonium chloride (or other
species of similarly high volatility) as concluded previously (Tanaka et al., 2003; Sal-
cedo et al., 2006), but also that at least some of the chloride measured by the AMS is
in a less volatile chemical form. This less-volatile chloride may indicate the presence20

of metal chlorides like lead chloride (PbCl2) (Moffet et al., 2008).
The ammonium (NH+

4 ) thermograms, shown in Fig. 4d, are very similar for both
campaigns. The decay of this species with temperature is consistent with an increase
in particle acidity as temperature increases, as discussed above and below. Note
that the SOAR-1 curves have small kink at ∼140◦C, presumably due to the slightly25

increased CE as discussed above. The laboratory thermograms for ammonium are
identical to the anions they were bonded with in each experiment (Fig. 4a–c) and so
were not shown for the sake of avoiding duplicity.

For all species the lab-generated ammonium salts show broadly similar behavior to
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the observed ambient species, especially at lower temperatures. Most of the ambient
species, however, show some residual MFR at high temperatures, in contrast with the
laboratory experiments. This is likely due to the fact that pure lab-generated particles
are less complex than the internal mixtures found in ambient particles. A given species
may be more volatile, but its evaporation may be kinetically limited due to “trapping”5

inside layers of less volatile material. It is also possible that less-volatile chemical
forms of these species account for some fraction of their ambient signal, especially
for chloride as discussed above. While these effects may smear the volatility tran-
sitions somewhat and make the patterns less distinct than in pure, single-compound
particles, the observations from ambient particles that inorganic species show very10

different thermograms from each other indicate that volatility is clearly the dominant
differentiating mechanism. Faulhaber et al. (2008) and Saleh et al. (2008) have used
thermodenuder data to obtain information about species vapor pressure and volatility.
These techniques should be applicable to our TD data, but are beyond the scope of
this manuscript.15

Also shown in Fig. 4 is the relative amount of material that remains in the AMS signal
during the closed phase of the chopper cycle. During MS-mode data acquisition the
particle beam is blocked at regular intervals in order to quantitatively subtract the resid-
ual gas background from the particle signal (Jimenez et al., 2003). It is observed that
this background may increase during periods of elevated particle concentration, which20

can be due to species that evaporate more slowly than the open/close cycle of the AMS
chopper (typically 3–5 s), or due to slow evaporation of particles that bounce from the
AMS vaporizer and land on colder surfaces, e.g. 250◦C in the ionizer region instead of
600◦C. Thus it is of interest to evaluate the magnitude of this signal, as a qualitative
indicator of the presence of less volatile species. The bars on either side of each panel25

show the relative enhancement of closed signal (above the background present during
periods of low species concentration) remaining at each temperature for both ambient
studies. The nitrate and ammonium background enhancements are very small, indi-
cating that very slowly evaporating forms of these species are not present in ambient
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particles. Sulfate is somewhat higher and shows a larger enhancement at ambient tem-
perature in the TD compared to high temperature. The fraction that remains present
in the thermogram at high TD temperature is likely due to slow evaporation inside the
AMS, while the difference between the bars at ambient and high temperature may be
more indicative of particles that bounced onto colder surfaces in the AMS ionizer. The5

background chloride signals are the highest of the four species, further corroborating
the presence of significant amounts of less volatile species such as PbCl2 or NaCl in
ambient particles.

3.2.2 Particle acidity

The average relative particle acidity can be estimated by plotting the measured AMS10

ammonium concentration (calculated from the HR ions) versus the predicted ammo-
nium concentration, calculated from the HR concentrations of the inorganic anion
species (Zhang et al., 2007b) as:

Predicted NH+
4=18.0 ×

(
2 × SO2−

4

96.1
+

NO−
3

62.0
+

Cl−

35.5

)
(1)

A ratio of the predicted to measured ammonium indicates the relative acidity of the par-15

ticle. A value of unity indicates full neutralization of ammonium by the inorganic sulfate,
nitrate and chloride anions. Values below unity are nominally acidic (i.e. containing
some NH4HSO4), which may also be due to the presence of either organosulfates
and/or organonitrates, or to inaccuracies in the NH+

4 calibrations. Figure 5a shows the
evolution of the nominal ammonium balance as TD temperature increases for SOAR-1.20

There is very little noticeable change in average ammonium balance between ambient
temperature and 83◦C, but as the TD temperature becomes hotter the particles be-
come increasingly acidic. This is consistent with the possibility that ammonium sulfate
is decomposing to yield gas-phase NH3 and acidic NH4HSO4 (Larson et al., 1982) as
discussed above. The nominal acidity increase with temperature is also shown for MI-25

LAGRO in Fig. 5b and exhibits similar behavior. The diurnal pattern of the ammonium
2664
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balance is also shown on the same graph, showing small variations in both cases.
Slightly higher nominal acidities are observed early in the morning while lower values
are observed in the afternoon, which are consistent with the daily variations of the AMS
Eb, as discussed below.

3.2.3 Survey of thermograms for inorganic and organic chemical classes5

Full thermograms of MFR versus temperature contain information about the distribu-
tion of species volatilities, but data at the lowest TD temperature of 54◦C is the most
relevant for potential evaporation under ambient conditions. As a way of summarizing
the volatility information of the whole HR mass spectrum, Fig. 6 shows the MFR at
54◦C for many individual HR ions versus m/z. The top panels (Fig. 6a, b) show the N-10

and S-containing ions (inorganic and organic), colored by type, and the bottom panels
(Fig. 6c, d) show organic ions of formulae CxH+

y and CxHyO+
z (hereinafter CH+ and

CHO+ for short). A threshold was applied to filter out ions with small contributions to
the total signal. Ions with low signal which may have some residual interference from
the tails of adjacent larger ion peaks in the MS were also removed.15

The NH+, HSO+, HCl+, and NO+ groups show very consistent behavior within each
group in both campaigns, and consistent with the trends discussed above (Fig. 4) for
the inorganic species. The CHN+, CHON+ and CHS+ signals are significantly smaller,
but often have unique thermograms. The differences between these ions at 54◦C were
larger in SOAR-1 than during MILAGRO. The organosulfur ions CHS+ (nominal mass20

m/z 45), CH3SO+
2 (m/z 79) and CH3HSO+

3 (m/z 86) were each detectable in most
periods of SOAR-1 and show significantly increased volatility (when the whole thermo-
grams is considered, e.g. Fig. 7b) as compared with inorganic sulfate ions. However,
the MFRs of these ions at the lower temperatures (also Fig. S2) do not deviate signifi-
cantly from the inorganic sulfate ions present in higher concentrations. During SOAR-125

several ions of the CHN+ ion group had relatively low MFR which decreased with m/z,
in line with nitrate and chloride ions but significantly lower than all other organic ions.
During MILAGRO this ion group (as well as the CHNO+ group which was detected
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clearly during MILAGRO but not SOAR-1) shows a very different behavior than during
SOAR-1 and more similar to that of the CH+ and CHO+ ions. This may be due to dif-
ferent parent species contributing to these ions at these two locations, or to differences
in the mixing states of these minor species (Fig. 6c, d) will be discussed in a following
section.5

3.2.4 Nitrogen- and sulfur-containing organic ions

Figure 7 shows thermograms and diurnal trends for a few key nitrogen- and sulfur-
containing organic ions for SOAR-1. A number of ions in these classes were detectable,
and Fig. 7a shows campaign averages of CH4N+ (m/z 30) and C5H12N+ (m/z 86).
These ions were chosen because of their high relative signals as compared with other10

similar ions and because the thermograms and the diurnal thermogram patterns of
other similar ions show similar behavior. NO+

2 is shown as an example of the ammo-
nium nitrate-dominated ions, whose thermogram is similar to that of C5H12N+ below
the 83◦C temperature point, but shows lower MFR at 112◦C and above. The NO+

2 aver-
age thermogram reaches zero by ∼171◦C, but both N-containing organic ions continue15

to show some remaining signal, especially CH4N+, which shows ∼10% at the hottest
recorded temperature. The inorganic-dominated NO+

2 shows little change from morn-
ing to afternoon. The CH4N+ ion, however, shows somewhat more diurnal variability,
with lower MFR in the mornings and higher in the afternoons. The diurnal volatility
trend of the C5H12N+ ion shows similar diurnal behavior as CH4N+ (not shown). The20

ions shown in Fig. 7a show significant signals at all times, with diurnal patterns showing
somewhat higher values for the CHN+ ions in the late evening, night and early morning
periods, while NO+

2 is largest in the morning and early afternoon.
Figure 7b shows two sulfur-containing ions: the inorganic sulfate-dominated SO+

(m/z 48) and the organosulfur ion CH3SO+
2 (m/z 96) which is thought to arise from25

methanesulfonic acid (MSA). Each ion, again, was chosen because its volatility and
diurnal pattern is representative of other important similar ions. The SO+ thermogram
is similar to that for sulfate (Fig. 4), while the CH3SO+

2 ion shows much higher volatil-
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ity, as expected for MSA. The diurnal variations in the thermograms of these sulfur-
containing ions are small compared to their differences and show an opposite trend
to the nitrogen-containing fragments in Fig. 7a. SO+ shows higher MFR in the early
morning than in the afternoon, especially between 83 and 142◦C, likely due to varia-
tions in the acidity effect discussed above. While not shown here, the MILAGRO SO+

5

thermogram does have a similar trend in diurnal volatility, but with lower amplitude. Fig-
ure 7d shows the diurnal trends of the signals of both ions, showing modest variations
with time of the day.

3.3 Organic volatility

3.3.1 Survey of OA thermograms10

A first observation for the CH+ and CHO+ organic ions is that the trends in organic
MFR at 54◦C (Fig. 6c, d) show less spread than for the ion groups discussed previ-
ously, with little dependence on m/z. Most of the ions scatter around MFR of 0.8, with
some individual outliers both significantly above and below this line. The CHO+ ion
group shows slightly more variability in MFR. The most important individual ion in each15

campaign is CO+
2 (m/z 44), a marker for the OOA subclass of OA (Alfarra et al., 2004;

Zhang et al., 2007a), and especially for the most oxidized OOA-1 subtype (Lanz et al.,
2007; Ulbrich et al., 2008). CO+

2 is both the most abundant ion in the ambient spec-
tra, and the species that produce it are the least volatile among the organic species.
CH2O+

2 (m/z 46) and C2H4O+
2 (m/z 60), which are important ions for SOA and also20

for the biomass burning markers such as levoglucosan (Aiken et al., 2009; Mohr et
al., 2008), have MFR significantly below the average CHO+ line in both campaigns.
C+

x ions without additional bonded elements appear to be associated with less volatile
species in both campaigns. The rest of the ions from both CH+ and CHO+ ion groups
have volatilities that are very similar at the 54◦C temperature. A weak trend is apparent25

for SOAR-1 where the CHO+ group appears slightly more volatile than the CH+ group
while the opposite is true for MILAGRO, although the differences are minor. This sug-
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gests that while the OOA-1 aerosol has the lowest volatility, the HOA and the less aged
and oxidized OOA-2 aerosol show similar volatility, as discussed in more detail below.
A trend of decreasing MFR with increasing m/z repeats approximately every 14 amu
and can be seen in both SOAR-1 and MILAGRO, most apparent in the latter, indicating
that the trend is correlated to trends in the chemical bonding structure reflected on the5

ion series (McLafferty and Turecek, 1993). Average MS at each TD temperature for
MILAGRO are shown in Fig. S3, and highlight the relatively small variation in the mass
spectrum for most ions, with the dominant exception of m/z 44.

It has been suggested by several studies recently that oligomer formation can be im-
portant for laboratory and ambient SOA. Kalberer et al. (2004) used a SOA-formation10

experiment to show an increase in apparent volume fraction remaining after heating as
aerosol age increased and concluded that this was due to oligomers forming in their
smog chamber. Denkenberger et al. (2007) suggest that oligomer formation may be
taking place within the TD at high temperatures due to the detection of signal patterns
at high m/z with their ATOFMS instrument, and suggested that the increased acidity15

for the residual aerosol (Fig. 5) may play a role in the oligomerization. We investi-
gated the volatility of the species contributing to the high m/z signals in the AMS, which
potentially include oligomers (Kroll et al., 2006) but often are dominated by primary
species (Zhang et al., 2005a), by plotting the thermograms of higher m/z values for
each campaign after binning the ions into 50 amu bins to increase S/N. The SOAR-120

plot in Supplemental Fig. S4a shows a slight increase in the MFR over the Total OA for
the m/z 150–200 average and increasing change up to m/z 250–300. Denkenberger
et al. (2007) report that the effect of increased signal at higher temperatures is most
apparent in the negative ion spectrum above 300 amu. With only the positive ions avail-
able to the AMS, the trend is still noticeable in our measurements during SOAR-1 for25

m/z values plotted in this figure. The MILAGRO data, shown in Fig. S4b, indicate some-
what smaller increases in MFR starting again with the m/z 150–200 curve, becoming
more obvious in the m/z 200–250 bin. Unfortunately the S/N of the thermograms for
m/z higher than those shown in the figures deteriorated and were unclear. These re-
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sults suggest that indeed the species that dominate the larger fragment ions in the
AMS are less volatile than the bulk of the OA and/or perhaps formed by chemistry in
the TD at the higher temperatures.

3.3.2 OA average volatility

The average OA thermograms for both campaigns are plotted in Fig. 8a, b. The aver-5

age decrease in MFR within the TD near ambient temperature is ∼0.6% K−1 for both
campaigns. This information is useful to estimate the order of OA losses in heated
aerosol instruments and aircraft sampling and the sensitivity of OA mass to changes
in ambient temperature. Thermograms obtained for ambient OA, such as those shown
in Fig. 8, are smooth and have similar shapes, indicating that they are produced by10

the evaporation of mixtures of compounds with a wide range of volatilities (Donahue et
al., 2006; Faulhaber et al., 2008; Huffman et al., 2008). Due to these smooth shapes
we utilize the temperature at which 50% of the OA mass has evaporated (T50) as a
concise way of comparing volatility information across different experiments. T50 for
the average OA was 102 and 107◦C, for SOAR-1 and MILAGRO, respectively.15

The effect of increased temperature on species evaporation is also a qualitative sur-
rogate for the effect of increased dilution on evaporation. This is especially true near
ambient temperature, although there are quantitative differences between the two pro-
cesses especially for temperatures far from ambient, as the relative vapor pressures
of different OA species stay the same during dilution but change during heating due to20

different enthalpies of vaporization (Robinson et al., 2007).
The volatility of different OA components can also be analyzed through the thermo-

grams for typical OA marker fragments from the HR-ToF-AMS (Fig. 8a, b). HOA is
represented here by the C4H+

9 ion (one of 2 dominant ions at m/z 57 in urban air),
which correlates well with urban combustion markers such as BC and CO (Zhang et25

al., 2005b). The more oxidized OOA-1 is represented by the CO+
2 ion (from which

the signal from gas-phase CO2 has been subtracted), which dominates m/z 44, while
the relatively less oxidized OOA-2 is represented by C2H3O+ (also at m/z 43). Over-
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all, the volatility of the CO+
2 ion and its associated OOA-1 is the lowest of all OA ions

in each campaign, while the volatility of the reduced HOA ions (e.g. C4H+
9 ) and the

OOA-2 ions of intermediate oxidation (e.g. C2H3O+) showed much more similar be-
havior within each campaign. Other than CO+

2 , most reduced and oxygenated ions at
the same nominal mass have very similar MFR at temperatures below 140◦C, but the5

oxygenated ions usually show the lowest MFR at the highest temperatures (Figs. 1,
8a, b). The CO+

2 ion (OOA-1) for SOAR-1 and MILAGRO showed T50 values of 133
and 154◦C, respectively. The C4H+

9 ion (HOA), however, showed T50 values of 94◦C for
SOAR-1 and 85◦C for MILAGRO while C2H3O+ (OOA-2) showed T50 values of 87 and
92◦C for SOAR-1 and MILAGRO, respectively.10

The C2H4O+
2 ion at m/z 60 is one of the exceptions to the trend in OOA ion volatility

for MILAGRO. It is commonly used as a tracer for biomass burning, although a fraction
of it is due to organic acids in OOA/SOA (Aiken et al., 2008) and also to fatty acids
in meat cooking aerosols (Mohr et al., 2008). This ion showed the fastest reduction
with increasing temperature of any individual ions investigated during the MILAGRO15

campaign, and suggests relatively high volatility for BBOA, at least in Mexico City. The
SOAR-1 campaign average of the same ion, however, did not show the same sharp
decrease. Since biomass burning was not a significant contributor to the Riverside
OA during SOAR-1 (Docherty et al., 2008), C2H4O+

2 likely arises from components
other than BBOA in this case. This suggests that the high volatility observed during20

MILAGRO is associated with the BBOA species that generate C2H4O+
2 , and not with

the SOA/OOA species that produce this ion.
Thermograms for total OA during MILAGRO periods either dominated by BBOA

(∼60% of the OA mass during that period) or OOA-2 (∼65%), or strongly influenced by
OOA-1 (∼40%) or HOA (∼45%) are shown in Fig. 8d along with the MILAGRO cam-25

paign average. Although the different sampled air masses contained mixtures of the
different OA types that combined to yield an average OA thermogram (Fig. 8d), HOA
and BBOA appear to be more volatile than either OOA type. Mobility size distribu-
tions for the periods used in Fig. 8d are very similar (Supplemental Fig. S5), indicating
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that kinetic evaporation differences due to size effects should be minor since the mass
transfer rates are the same for particles of the same mobility diameter, independently
of their physical shape (Rogak et al., 1991).

The method described here is necessarily limited to investigating volatility by mea-
suring the loss of particle mass as temperature is increased. Because of the consis-5

tent and smooth shape of the thermograms, however, it is reasonable to extrapolate
to temperatures below ambient to infer the amount of semivolatile species that would
condense as temperature decreases. This approach should provide reasonable semi-
quantitative estimates, at least for small decreases in temperature, and is of interest
due to the current lack of any other method to quantify the total amount of semivolatile10

species in ambient air. The SOAR-1 thermograms shown in Fig. 8a indicate that an
increase in temperature of 10◦C from ambient results in the net loss of ∼6% of HOA
mass (∼0.6% K−1 for small temperature increments), but only ∼3–5% of OOA mass
(∼0.3–0.5% K−1). The MILAGRO thermograms show similar trends, with a wider differ-
ence between the two main OA component classes. Figure 8b indicates a net loss of15

∼8% of HOA mass (∼0.8% K−1) with a 10◦C increase, but only ∼4–6% of OOA mass
(∼0.4–0.6% K−1). The availability of the primary SVOC mass qualitatively supports
the mechanism proposed by Robinson et al. (2007) of SOA formation by gas-phase
oxidation of primary SVOCs.

3.3.3 OA diurnal variability20

SOAR-1 showed a clear diurnal cycle in OA composition (not shown) with OOA domi-
nating during the afternoon and HOA comprising about half of the aerosol at the peak
of the rush hour, while the variability between different days was smaller (Docherty et
al., 2008). Thermograms of SOAR-1 total OA for different diurnal periods are shown
in Fig. 8c. While the diurnal variability of OA composition and concentration is clear,25

there is very little diurnal variability in average OA volatility.
Figure 9 shows similar data for the MILAGRO data. Figure 9a shows the diurnal

profiles of both HOA and OOA mass concentrations while the total OA MFR (with a
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few periods of large BBOA impact removed) are shown in Fig. 9b. A diurnal cycle with
higher volatility in the morning rush hour than in the afternoon is clear from Fig. 9b,
further suggesting HOA is more volatile than OOA in Mexico City. The reasons for the
difference in the diurnal variability in Mexico City versus Riverside are discussed below.

3.3.4 PMF results5

Until now all PMF analysis of AMS data, including from MILAGRO and SOAR-1 (Aiken
et al., 2009; Docherty et al., 2009), has included only ambient data without a ther-
modenuder in the analysis. Here, for the first time, the full SOAR-1 and MILAGRO
datasets (ambient and thermally denuded data points) were included in the PMF anal-
ysis (TD-AMS-PMF). In additional to providing volatility profiles of all PMF-identified10

components, including the thermally denuded data enhances the contrast between
time series of the different components and thus may facilitate their separation. How-
ever, including these data may also introduce additional variation in the MS which could
distort the PMF fit. The results of PMF analysis from each campaign, both including
and omitting the thermally denuded data points, are very consistent. As a result, it15

appears that any degradation of the PMF solution due to additional variation in the MS
after TD-processing is more than compensated by the enhanced contrast between the
different components. Thus we conclude that the PMF analysis of the TD-AMS data is
successful at recovering the same components that are important under ambient-only
conditions. In fact we will show that including the TD data enhances the application20

of PMF with respect to ambient only data and thus we recommend that future PMF
analyses also use TD-AMS data whenever possible. More detailed discussion of PMF
for these datasets are given elsewhere (Aiken et al., 2009; Docherty et al., 2009), and
so only the thermograms and MS of the identified OA components are discussed here.

Figure 10 shows PMF-identified OA components from the TD-AMS-PMF analysis25

plotted along with individual ions and other markers from each campaign. Supplemen-
tal Figs. S6 and S7 show corresponding MS for the components plotted in Fig. 10. Six
components were identified from the SOAR-1 TD-AMS-PMF analysis, as discussed in
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more detail in Docherty et al. (2009): OOA-1, OOA-2, OOA-3, HOA, Local-OA-Amine
Containing (LOA-AC), and Local-OA-2 (LOA-2).

The OOA-1 during SOAR-1 contributed 35% of total OA and correlates strongly with
regionally-produced sulfate and its MS is consistent with a highly oxidized and more
aged OA exhibiting high CO+

2 as its most abundant ion. Figure 10a shows the SOAR-15

OOA-1 component thermogram along with those of CO+
2 and total OA. This component

has a significantly lower volatility relative to total OA and is somewhat less volatile than
the CO+

2 ion.
Figure 10b shows thermograms for a second oxidized OA component (OOA-2), HOA,

and LOA-2 components determined from the factor analysis (mass fractions of 31%,10

13% and 3%, respectively). The thermograms of the HOA and OOA-2 components
are similar, except at the highest temperatures when HOA shows a larger MFR. Again,
this is consistent with trends from the individual ions that are important for each com-
ponent. Individual ions of C2H3O+ and C4H+

9 (m/z 43 and 57, respectively) are shown
as significant contributors to the MS for OOA-2 and HOA, respectively. The identity15

and source of the LOA-2 component is unclear, but its thermogram is similar to those
of HOA and OOA-2. This component was identified as local based on its time series
which was characterized by large, short-lived spikes (5–10 min) predominately at night
when wind speeds were low.

The final two components that were also robustly identified by PMF are OOA-3 (con-20

tributing 13% OA mass) having a time series which correlates with that of aerosol
nitrate, and another local (LOA-AC) component (4% OA mass) with high contributions
from the CHN+ ion group and with the C5H12N+ (m/z 86) ion as a major peak. LOA-AC
was again identified as local based on a time series that was characterized by large,
short-duration spikes (<10 min) predominately at night. Interestingly, the volatility of25

the nitrate-correlated OOA-3 compares well with NO+, shown here as a marker for to-
tal inorganic nitrate. Note that inorganic ions, including the NO+, are not included in
the PMF input and thus should not influence the PMF fitting. The NH+

4 balance dis-
cussed above, as well as the similarity between NO+

2 to NO+ ratios between ambient
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data and NH4NO3 calibrations do not suggest that a large contribution from organic ni-
trates to the NO+

x signal during SOAR-1. As a result, the causes of the similar volatility
are unclear and are perhaps coincidental, or related to mixing state. While the OOA-
3 and traces for ions of nitrate fragments decay significantly by 112◦C, the LOA-AC
component shows even lower MFR at low temperatures (<80◦C), but a small amount5

remaining at higher TD temperatures (80–175◦C). The time series of the LOA-AC com-
ponent trace follows the general trend of the amine ion C5H12N+, which is a major
ion in its spectrum. Supplemental Fig. S8 shows the mass fraction remaining of each
aerosol component as a function of temperature.

Four components were identified from the TD-AMS-PMF analysis of the MILAGRO,10

discussed in more detail in Aiken et al. (2009): OOATotal, HOA, and BBOA, and a lo-
cal nitrogen-containing OA (LOA). Figure 10d shows the thermogram for the OOATotal
component identified, which shows lower volatility than the total OA, consistent with
observations of total OA and individual ions discussed above. The OOATotal compo-
nent can be subdivided into a less-oxidized OOA-2 (51% MF) component and a more15

oxidized OOA-1 (18% MF) component. The OOA-2, with higher m/z 43 to 44 ratio and
stronger diurnal pattern than the OOA-1, shows nearly identical MFR as its associated
marker ions. The OOA-1 component shows an MFR above that of the CO+

2 ion and
also above any other component in both studies, but more consistent with a highly
aged OOA-1 than the OOA-2 component. The quality of separation of the OOA-1 and20

OOA-2 components from the OOATotal is somewhat poorer in the MILAGRO case than
the SOAR-1 case, which is thought to be due to more variations in mass spectrometer
tuning of the AMS during MILAGRO (Aiken et al., 2009). The thermograms of HOA
(14% MF) and LOA (3%) components are shown in Fig. 10e. Both components show
higher volatility than OOATotal or than either OOA subcomponent, except at the highest25

temperatures for HOA and are consistent with the discussion above. The spectrum of
the LOA, again named for its spiky behavior predominantly in the morning, shows a
dominance of reduced ions (CH+ group) and a strong signal from C3H8N+ at m/z 58,
which is typical of amines. The BBOA component shows higher volatility than all other
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MILAGRO OA components, which is consistent with the high volatility of one of its
important tracer ions C2H4O+

2 (also shown), as discussed previously.
We conclude that PMF is a powerful tool to analyze thermodenuder-AMS data. This

analysis identifies similar components as an ambient-only PMF analysis and enhances
component separation in some cases due to the additional contrast introduced into5

the time series by the TD cycle. In addition, the TD-AMS-PMF analysis also obtains
thermograms of the identified component which provides useful information on the
relative volatility of the different components.

3.3.5 OA atomic ratios versus temperature

As an alternative way of summarizing the change in the average chemical composi-10

tion of the OA remaining after the TD, Fig. 11 shows the atomic ratios of oxygen- and
hydrogen-to-carbon (O/C and H/C) as a function of temperature. These ratios have
been estimated from the high-resolution spectra using the procedure recently devel-
oped by Aiken et al. (2007, 2008). In both studies the O/C ratio increases steadily
with temperature and is consistently ∼30% higher in the afternoon than in the morning15

for all temperatures measured. This is consistent with the lower volatility of more oxy-
genated species, and with the larger fraction of OOA and lower HOA and BBOA in the
afternoons, as discussed above (Figs. 6, 8).

The lower panels in Fig. 11 show a reduction of the H/C ratio with increasing temper-
ature for both campaigns. This is consistent with the higher volatility of more reduced20

species and the lowest volatility of the most oxygenated species as discussed above.
Again, the average and diurnal trends of the curves from each campaign are similar,
but the H/C values are shifted higher by approximately 0.1 in the MILAGRO campaign.
This indicates that the relative concentration of reduced species such as HOA to the
total OA is greater in Mexico City than in Riverside. This is consistent with the locations25

of the sites, which was inside of the city for MILAGRO, but 80 km downwind of the most
intense urban sources for SOAR-1. The slopes of the curves, however, are very similar
indicating that the changes in elemental composition after evaporation are very similar
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in both locations.

3.3.6 OA discussion

The observation that OOA is of similar or lower volatility than that of HOA and BBOA is
a significant result. Almost all atmospheric models treat urban POA and primary BBOA
as being completely non-volatile, with no allowance for evaporation with increasing tem-5

perature or dilution (i.e. the horizontal line at 1.0 in Fig. 8d). Our results show, however,
that HOA and BBOA are similarly or even more volatile than other OA components in
urban air. Furthermore, SOA, which dominates the OOA, is of similar or lower volatil-
ity than any other OA component. These results strongly support the suggestion by
Robinson et al. (2007) that atmospheric models should treat all OA components as10

semi-volatile.
The observations here that HOA and BBOA have similar or higher volatility than

OOA, contradict 1-D and 2-D GC-MS results (Hamilton et al., 2004; Williams et al.,
2006), which suggest that SOA is significantly more volatile than POA. This discrep-
ancy is most likely caused by an enhanced detection of reduced species (∼HOA) rel-15

ative to OOA, due to lack of elution of most OOA from the traditionally non-polar GC
columns used for OA analysis. This chemically-correlated detection bias may have
led to overestimates of POA and underestimates of SOA in studies of atmospheric
OA based on GC-MS measurements. Another possible explanation for the difference
between the AMS and GC-MS results is that some of the more volatile oxygenated20

species detected in GC-MS studies may be not actually present in the aerosol, but
instead may be formed by decomposition of less volatile labile SOA species in the hot
GC injector and column (Tobias et al., 2000; Williams et al., 2007).
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4 Conclusions

The development of an automatic, fast temperature-stepping thermodenuder, coupled
to a HR-ToF-AMS and SMPS has enabled the first direct investigation of chemically-
resolved aerosol volatility in urban air. The system was deployed for approximately two
weeks each as a part of larger megacity field campaigns in Riverside, CA (SOAR-1)5

and Mexico City (MILAGRO). Thermograms were acquired at eight temperature steps
from ambient to 230◦C. The thermograms of the most important species and ions are
broadly consistent across these two polluted urban sites. For both SOAR-1 and MILA-
GRO the inorganic nitrate showed the highest volatility among the inorganic species
and chloride showed high volatility at low temperatures but a core of relatively non-10

volatile material at high temperatures, especially in Mexico City. Sulfate showed low
volatility, with a likely increase in AMS collection efficiency peaking at 142◦C. Further
experiments involving the TD and a light-scattering probe internal to the AMS will help
investigate the source of the effects related to the relative increase in sulfate MFR at
90–140◦C. Ammonium showed little variation between field sites and was closely re-15

lated to the thermograms of the bonded anions, except in that particle acidity increased
as a function of TD temperature, likely due to decomposition of ammonium sulfate into
ammonium bisulfate and ammonia upon heating, and likely explaining the observed in-
crease in sulfate collection efficiency. A small number of nitrogen- and sulfur-containing
organic species were shown to have volatility behavior distinct from one another and20

from inorganic ions. During SOAR-1 a generally broader range of volatility behavior
than for MILAGRO for inorganic and N- and S-containing OA ions was observed, con-
trasting with a consistently similar range among organic ions. OA ions showed less
spread in volatility in comparison with inorganic ions, with even narrower variation for
CH+ group ions. The CO+

2 ion showed the least volatility in every case measured, while25

for both ambient studies the less oxidized ions showed similar volatility. BBOA markers
for CH2O+

2 and CH4O+
2 in Mexico City showed measurably higher volatility than other

ions or classes of OA. PMF analysis was used to separate individual components from
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both ambient locations. These components correlated well in both MS and time series
with individual tracers and had similar thermograms in both locations studied. The use
of a thermodenuder as a part of an AMS study can, therefore, be helpful not only to
determine volatilities of aerosol components, but may also help separate PMF com-
ponents more reliably. The O/C ratio of the ambient OA measured increases steadily5

with temperature and is higher in the afternoon when photochemical oxidation is more
active. This trend is reversed for the H/C ratios, consistent with higher volatility for the
reduced species and lower volatility for the more oxygenated species.

This study shows from direct observation of two urban, polluted megacities that all
types of organic aerosols (OOA, HOA, and BBOA) should all be considered semi-10

volatile by air quality models. OOA was consistently the least volatile OA component
and BBOA the most volatile. HOA was at least as volatile as OOA in all cases, and in
some cases was significantly more so.
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Fig. 1. Top panels show SOAR-1 campaign averages of median mass fraction remaining (MFR)
versus temperature (“thermograms”). Each thermogram shows individual ion volatilities within
one nominal mass as circular markers, as well as the volatility of the unit mass resolution (UMR)
peak shown by black square markers. Average nitrate-equivalent mass concentrations of each
ion (defined in Jimenez et al., 2003) are listed in the graph legends. The bottom panels show
the high resolution mass spectra for the nominal masses as a function of temperature whose
matching ions are shown. The top black curve indicates the ambient MS, while increasing
temperature shows decreasing mass signal remaining. The dotted line indicates the nominal
mass, with a relative mass defect of zero. (a–b) m/z 30, (c–d) m/z 44, (e–f) m/z 80. Error bars
show variability as ± one standard deviation, calculated over the course of entire campaign
(bars are offset for visual clarity).
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Fig. 2. Volatility comparison of total PM1 aerosol. Total SMPS apparent volume thermogram
shown in orange with estimated total mass from AMS + black carbon + crustal materials shown
in black curves. Measurements of crustal materials were not performed during SOAR-1 and
three different estimates were added to the AMS and BC values in (a) for SOAR-1. Three
estimates from both measurements and literature values were added to measured AMS and
BC values for MILAGRO in (b). Error bars show estimated uncertainty as ±20% for each
technique at 112 and 200◦C (bars are offset for visual clarity).
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for (a) SOAR-1 and (b) MILAGRO.
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Fig. 4. Thermograms of standard inorganic AMS species are shown. Each panel shows the
species total and major constituent ions for SOAR-1 as well as the total for MILAGRO as com-
parison. Ammonium salts of nitrate, sulfate and chloride are shown by cross- or x-markers as
lab-calibrated standards for comparison. Bars for both SOAR-1 and MILAGRO indicate the rel-
ative enhancement in mass remaining above background for the AMS closed signal at ambient
temperature and 230◦C as compared with the amount of signal in the AMS difference signal at
ambient. (a) Nitrate, (b) Sulfate, (c) Chloride, (d) Ammonium.
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Fig. 6. MFR at 54◦C is shown as a function of ion m/z. Top panels (a, b) show primarily
inorganic ions with inorganic atom-containing organic ions, and organic ions are shown on the
bottom (c, d). SOAR-1 results shown on left panels (a, c) and MILAGRO on right panels (b,
d). Marker color depicts ion group and is listed in the legend. Marker size indicates the relative
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this purpose. Ion tags are grouped by molecular fragment trends.
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Fig. 7. Top panels (a–b) show thermograms of selected ions for SOAR-1 campaign total and
diurnal averages. Bottom panels (c–d) show diurnal pattern of ion mass concentrations, av-
eraged over the whole campaign. Averages of daily, morning, and afternoon shown for: (a)
CH4N+ and NO+

2 , (b) SO+ and CH3SO+
2 . Morning and afternoon periods are listed in the leg-

end but vary between ions. Periods were chosen to represent maximum and minimum daily
volatilities for each ion, respectively. Morning and afternoon averages for C5H12N+ are not
shown to reduce graph clutter, but show similar trends as CH4N+.
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Fig. 8. Thermograms showing median mass fraction remaining (MFR) after passing through
TD as a function of TD temperature. (a) Total OA and individual OA ions averaged over the
SOAR-1 campaign. (b) Total OA and individual OA ions averaged over MILAGRO campaign.
(c) Total OA from SOAR-1 for the whole campaign subdivided into three diurnally averaged
periods. (d) Total OA from MILAGRO shown as a campaign average and for periods dominated
by different OA components separated with PMF. Dashed black line shows representation of
POA as non-volatile in most current aerosol models.
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Fig. 9. (a) Average diurnal profile for HOA and OOA components for MILAGRO, determined
by PMF. (b) Average diurnal profiles of remaining OA mass fraction after passing through the
TD at three temperatures for MILAGRO. Each trace in (b) is plotted with its own y-axis scale to
highlight diurnal trend. Error bars are the standard error of the mean.
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Fig. 10. Thermograms of PMF component outputs for the entire campaigns of SOAR-1 shown
in top panel (a–c) and MILAGRO in the bottom panel (d–f). Solid lines show thermograms
of PMF component outputs while dotted lines show individual ions from the same study that
dominate each component. Total OA from the study is shown in each plot for comparison. (a)
SOAR-1 OOA-1 component plotted alongside CO+

2 . (b) HOA, OOA-2 and Local-OA-2 (LOA-
2) components shown with OOA-2 ion C2H3O+ and HOA ion C4H+

9 . (c) OOA-3 and Local-
OA-Amine Containing (LOA-AC) components shown with NO+ and C5H12N+. (d) MILAGRO
OOATotal component shown with CO+

2 and component subdivision into OOA-1 and OOA-2
solutions. (e) MILAGRO LOA, HOA, and OOA-2 (repeated) components shown with C2H3O+

and C4H+
9 . (f) MILAGRO BBOA component shown with C2H4O+

2 , a marker for the levoglucosan
molecule and representative of BBOA.
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Fig. 11. Atomic ratios of oxygen-to-carbon (O/C) are shown for (a, c) SOAR-1 and (b, d)
MILAGRO. Y-axis range is consistent in left and right panels. Pink colored region shows the
diurnal O/C range using morning (hours 4–8, local) as the lower bound and afternoon (hours
14–18) as the upper bound. Lower panels show H/C ratios and diurnal range of morning (upper
bound) and afternoon (lower bound) ratios.
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